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ABSTRACT

Background There is evidence that the COVID-19 pandemic is having adverse effects on mental health. It is vital to understand what is causing this: worries over potential adversities due to the pandemic, or the toll of experiencing adverse events.

Methods We used panel data from 41 909 UK adults in the COVID-19 Social Study assessed weekly from 1 April 2020 to 12 May 2020 to study the association between adversities and anxiety and depressive symptoms. We studied six categories of adversity including both worries and experiences of: illness with COVID-19, financial difficulty, loss of paid work, difficulties acquiring medication, difficulties accessing food, and threats to personal safety. Anxiety and depression were measured using the 7-item Generalised Anxiety Disorder Assessment and the 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire. We used fixed-effect regression models to account for time-invariant confounders.

Results Cumulative number of worries and experience of adversities were both related to higher levels of anxiety and depression. A number of worries were associated more with anxiety than depression, but number of experiences were equally related to anxiety and depression. There were clear associations between specific worries and poorer mental health. There was weak evidence that individuals of lower socio-economic position were more negatively affected psychologically by the adverse experiences.

Conclusion Measures over the first few weeks of lockdown in the UK appear to have been insufficient at reassuring people given that we see clear associations with mental health and cumulative worries. Interventions are required that seek to prevent adverse events (eg, redundancies) and reassure individuals and support adaptive coping strategies.

INTRODUCTION

The global pandemic of COVID-19 is leading to increasing experience of adversities, from infection and serious illness due to the virus, to financial shocks such as loss of employment and income, to challenges in accessing food, medication or accommodation, to adverse domestic experiences such as abuse. These experiences echo those reported during previous epidemics. However, their effects are causing even greater concern than in epidemics previously due to the global spread of the virus, the scale of lockdown measures that are proving necessary to contain the spread (which are having major effects on economies), and the long time scale being projected for the pandemic.

In particular, there are concerns that COVID-19 will have substantial and lasting effects on mental health. Already, reports are emerging of a parallel epidemic of fear, anxiety and depression. But at present, it remains unclear what is triggering these adverse psychological effects: worries over potential adversities due to the virus, or the toll of actually experiencing adverse events. Literature suggests that experiencing adversities such as illness, financial problems and challenges meeting basic needs is associated with poor psychological outcomes including anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress and broader distress. This has been found to apply to situations in epidemics too. However, it is not just experiencing adversities that can have such effects; even worries about experiencing adverse effects can negatively impact on mental health. For example, experiencing daily worries is associated with depressive symptoms both in the short term and over several years. This has been shown for a range of worries, including those relating to health and finances. In fact, worries and other negative reactions to an event have in some instances been found to be more important in predicting mental health and well-being than experiencing the event itself. It is vital to ascertain whether it is worries of adversity or experiences of adversity that are most strongly linked to declines in mental health as each require different types of support or interventions to prevent or mitigate their effects. For example, if worries are most strongly associated with poor mental health, then provision of greater public reassurance or individual interventions such as online cognitive behavioural therapy programmes could be made more available to people. In contrast, if experience of adversity shows greater associations with poor mental health, then interventions that provide more tangible and material support (such as further financial relief measures) may be key.

Additionally, there are worries that adversities will exacerbate existing inequalities within societies by disproportionately affecting individuals of lower socioeconomic position (SEP). These individuals are more likely to experience adverse events during the pandemic, as well as more likely to have poorer mental health in the first place. Low SEP individuals may also have fewer material and psychosocial resources available to deal with adversity, and studies specifically looking at the effect of adversity
on mental health have shown that there is socio-economic variation in the consequences of adversity.\(^{17}\)

Therefore, this study used a large, longitudinal dataset of weekly experiences during the early weeks of the lockdown due to COVID-19 in the UK to explore the time-varying longitudinal relationship between (1) worries about adversity and (2) experience of adversity, and both anxiety and depression. Further, it sought to ascertain whether the relationship between adversity and mental health was moderated by SEP.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

We use data from the COVID-19 Social Study; a large panel study of the psychological and social experiences of over 70,000 adults (aged 18+) in the UK during the COVID-19 pandemic. The study commenced on 21 March 2020 and involves online weekly data collection from participants for the duration of the pandemic in the UK. The study is not random but does contain a well-stratified sample with good representation across all sociodemographic groups (see online supplemental material for further information on recruitment). All participants gave informed consent. Full details of the study, recruitment, retention, protocol and user guide are available at [https://github.com/UCL-BSH/CSSUserGuide](https://github.com/UCL-BSH/CSSUserGuide).

As questions asked about experiences of adversity in the last week, we focused on data from 1 April 2020 (1 week after lockdown commenced) to 12 May 2020. We limited our analysis to participants with two or more waves of data during this period (n=48,723, observations=2,088,057, 71.6% of sample who joined the survey by 12 May). Note, recruitment was ongoing across the study period, so not all participants were able to complete multiple waves. We used complete case data in our analysis. This necessitated excluding participants with complete data in fewer than two waves in order to meet inclusion criteria (n=6814; 14.0% of eligible participants). This provided a final analytical sample of 41,909 participants (178,430 observations).

**Measures**

**Depression**

Depression during the past week was measured using the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9); a standard 9-item instrument for diagnosing depression in primary care, with 4-point responses ranging from ‘not at all’ to ‘nearly every day’ (range 0–27; higher scores indicate more depressive symptoms).\(^{18}^{19}\)

**Anxiety**

Anxiety during the past week was measured using the Generalised Anxiety Disorder assessment (GAD-7); a well-validated 7-item tool used to screen and diagnose GAD-7 in clinical practice and research, with 4-point responses ranging from ‘not at all’ to ‘nearly every day’ (range 0–21; higher scores indicate more symptoms of anxiety).\(^{20}\)

**Adversities**

We study six categories of adversity, each measured weekly (see table 1). We constructed weekly total adversity worries and total adversity experiences measures by summing the number of adversities present in a given week (range 0–6). We considered worries to be one-off events and counted them only in the weeks they were reported. For adversities that are likely to be continuing (ie, once experienced in 1 week, their effects would likely last into future weeks), we counted them on subsequent waves after they had first occurred. This applied to experiencing suspected/diagnosed COVID-19, loss of paid work, major cut in household income and abuse victimisation.

**Socioeconomic position**

We measured SEP using five variables collected at participant’s first round of data collection: annual household income (<£16,000, £16,000–£30,000, £30,000–£60,000, £60,000–£90,000, £90,000+), highest qualification (GCSE or lower, A levels or vocational training, undergraduate degree, postgraduate degree), employment status (employed, inactive and unemployed), housing tenure (own outright, own with mortgage, rent/rent free) and household overcrowding (binary: >1 persons per room). From these variables, we constructed a low SEP index measure by counting indications of low SEP (income <£16,000, educational qualifications of GCSE or lower, unemployed, living in rented or rent free accommodation, and living in overcrowded accommodation), collapsing into 0, 1 and 2+ indications of low SEP to attain adequate sample sizes for each category.

**Analysis**

We used fixed-effects regression, which differs from other regression techniques as it explores within-person variation with individuals serving as their own reference point, comparing themselves over time. So all time-invariant (stable) covariates are accounted for, even if unobserved.\(^{21}\) This approach is advantageous as individual stable characteristics such as socioeconomic status, genetics, personality, history of mental illness and threshold for worries could confound associations between adversities and mental health. As individuals are compared with themselves, such bias cannot affect results. Nevertheless, having experiences and worries varies over time, as does mental health and both can be affected by time-varying confounders. In model 1, we regressed each mental health measure on the total number of adversity experiences and total number of adversity worries, both (a) separately and (b) jointly, using the fixed effects estimator to account for time-invariant heterogeneity across participants. In model 2, we regressed each measure of mental health on adversity experiences and adversity worries separately for each category of adversity in turn. In model 3, we repeated model 1a including interactions between adversity measures and the low SEP index, in order to estimate differences in associations by SEP. We adjusted for day of week (categorical) and days since lockdown commenced (continuous) in each regression, and we standardised GAD-7 and PHQ-9 scores to

---

**Table 1 Questions on adversities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of adversity</th>
<th>Adversity worries</th>
<th>Adversity experiences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 illness</td>
<td>Worried about catching COVID-19</td>
<td>Currently have or previously had suspected or diagnosed COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial difficulty</td>
<td>Worried about finances</td>
<td>Experienced a major cut in household income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of paid work</td>
<td>Worried about losing your job/unemployment</td>
<td>Lost one’s job or been unable to do paid work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties accessing food</td>
<td>Worried about getting food</td>
<td>Unable to access sufficient food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties acquiring medication</td>
<td>Worried about getting medication</td>
<td>Unable to access required medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threats to personal safety</td>
<td>Worried about personal safety/security</td>
<td>Experienced being physically harmed or hurt by somebody else or being bullied, controlled, intimate or psychologically hurt by someone else</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(2\) Wright L, et al. *J Epidemiol Community Health* 2021;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/jech-2020-215598

---

Note: All dates are accounted for, even if unobserved. \(^{21}\) This approach is advantageous as individual stable characteristics such as socioeconomic status, genetics, personality, history of mental illness and threshold for worries could confound associations between adversities and mental health. As individuals are compared with themselves, such bias cannot affect results. Nevertheless, having experiences and worries varies over time, as does mental health and both can be affected by time-varying confounders.
aid comparison across the two measures. Other time-constant confounders were automatically adjusted for due to the analytical approach. To account for the non-random nature of the sample, all data were weighted to the proportions of gender, age, ethnicity, education and country of living obtained from the Office for National Statistics.22 All graphs show standardised coefficients (predicted change in standardised Likert scores).

Analyses were carried out in Stata V.16.0 (StataCorp) and R V.3.6.3.

RESULTS

Table 2 provides detail on the demographic composition of our sample. Descriptive statistics for our exposures and outcomes are shown in online supplemental table S1. There was within-variation in each of the measures, suggesting fixed effects was a valid approach. Online supplemental table S2 displays descriptive statistics for PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores by SEP group. Our sample showed clear social gradients in anxiety and depression symptoms. There were small correlations between the (within-person demeaned) adversity worries and experience measures, showing that these are separable phenomena (online supplemental figure S1).

The average number of follow-ups was 4.29. The average time between follow-ups was 7.69 days (SD=1.35). Online supplemental figure S2, tables S3 and S4 show sample demographics according to whether the participant met inclusion criteria and by number of follow-ups.

Individuals who completed more waves of data collection have better mental health, experience fewer adversities, are older and are less likely to live in rented or overcrowded accommodation, on average.

Both the total adversities and total worries indices were associated with increases in GAD-7 and PHQ-9 scores (figure 1). The inclusion of worries in the same model as experiences slightly reduced the effect size of experiences, although the inclusion of experiences in the model had little effect on the effect size of worries. Effect sizes for number of experienced adversities were similar across depression and anxiety measures, but adversity worries were more highly related to anxiety symptoms than depression symptoms.

Worries about all types of adversities showed associations with higher levels of GAD-7 and PHQ-9 scores (figure 2). Experiences of adversities relating to accessing food, accessing medication and personal safety were also associated with higher GAD-7 and PHQ-9 scores. However, experience of adversities relating to employment and finance were not associated with changes in mental health, and experience of COVID-19 symptoms was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Descriptive statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Overall mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-9 Likert</td>
<td>6.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD-7 Likert</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversity experiences</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost work</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut in income</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unable to access sufficient food</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unable to access required medication</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspected or diagnosed COVID-19</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physically or psychologically harmed</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversity worries</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losing job/unemployment</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finances</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting food</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting medication</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catching COVID-19</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal safety</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Main study variables.
GAD-7, Generalised Anxiety Disorder Assessment; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire.

Figure 1  Associations between (1) total number of adversity experiences and (2) total number of adversity worries and change over time in GAD-7 and PHQ-9 Likert scores derived from fixed effects models. "Experiences or worries" meant that experiences and worries were entered into separate models. "Experiences and worries" meant that experiences and worries were entered simultaneously into the same model, so were mutually adjusted for one another. Analyses were further adjusted for day of the week and time since lockdown began and automatically account for all time-constant confounders. Graphs show standardised coefficients. GAD-7, Generalised Anxiety Disorder Assessment; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire.
only related to higher depression scores. Experience of harm was more strongly related to mental health than worry about personal safety.

There was some evidence of a social gradient in the association between adversity experiences and adversity worries and mental health outcomes, with stronger associations generally found in more disadvantaged groups (figure 3). However, individual estimates showed substantial variability, especially for experiences.

Sensitivity analyses

We carried out several sensitivity analyses to test the robustness of our results. When re-estimating models 1 and 2 using inability to pay bills, rather than major cut in household income, as our measure of experienced financial adversity, the point estimates were more highly related to depression and anxiety symptoms (online supplemental figure S3 and S4). When repeating models 1–3 using only reports of ‘significant stress’ as opposed to minor stress to define the worries variables, effect sizes were predictably larger (online supplemental figures S5 and S6), and there was evidence of a reverse social gradient for the relationship between adversity worries and anxiety symptoms, with largest associations found among the least disadvantaged groups (online supplemental figure S7). To assess whether our findings were just an artefact of our categorisation of SEP, we re-estimated model 3 using quintiles of a continuous measure of SEP derived from a confirmatory factor analysis of the five SEP indicator variables (see online supplemental material methods). There was still some weak indication of a social gradient in the association between adversity experiences and mental health, and some indication of a reverse social gradient in adversity worries and anxiety symptoms, with smaller associations found in more disadvantaged groups (online supplemental figure S8 and table S5).

Figure 2  Associations between (1) experience of specific types of adversities or (2) worries about specific types of adversities and change over time in GAD-7 and PHQ-9 Likert scores derived from fixed effects models. Experiences and worries were entered simultaneously into the same model, so were mutually adjusted for one another. Analyses were further adjusted for day of the week and time since lockdown began and automatically account for all time-constant confounders. Graphs show standardised coefficients. GAD-7, Generalised Anxiety Disorder Assessment; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire.

Figure 3  Associations between (1) total number of adversity experiences and (2) total number of adversity worries and change over time in GAD-7 and PHQ-9 Likert scores derived from fixed effects models, by SEP index. Experiences and worries were entered simultaneously into the same model, so were mutually adjusted for one another. Analyses were further adjusted for day of the week and time since lockdown began and automatically account for all time-constant confounders. Graphs show standardised coefficients. GAD-7, Generalised Anxiety Disorder Assessment; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire; SEP, socioeconomic position.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we explored the relationship between worries and experience of adversities and mental health during the first few weeks of the lockdown due to COVID-19 in the UK. Cumulative number of worries and experience of adversities were both related to higher levels of anxiety and depression. Number of worries were associated more strongly with anxiety than depression, but number of experiences were equally related to anxiety and depression. When considering specific types of adversities, there was greater variability in the relationship between experiences and mental health than worries and mental health. Worries were more strongly related to mental health than experiences for employment and finances, but less for personal safety and catching COVID-19. Individuals of lower SEP were more negatively affected psychologically by adverse experiences, but the relationship between worries, SEP and mental health was unclear.

Our findings show that number of worries were more closely related to anxiety than to depression echoes previous research. Indeed, worrying is an integral component of many kinds of anxiety disorders, with substantial worrying or ‘rumination’ associated with poor mental health. The finding that number of worries about adversities and number of experiences of adversity were equally related to anxiety echoes previous work highlighting how the impact worries about events can be equal to or even greater than experiences of events. The results on worries may indicate a bidirectional process between experiencing worries during COVID-19 and becoming more anxious. However, for depression there is less evidence of a bidirectional relationship in previous literature. Instead, reactivity to worries has been found to be a vulnerability factor for depression, but depression has not been found to predict higher negative reactivity. In relation to experience of adversities, the fact that cumulative experiences was associated with poorer mental health but only certain specific experiences showed the same association suggests that it is the toll of cumulating events that is particularly challenging, perhaps as individual capabilities to manage challenging situations become exhausted. However, lack of immediate response to an adversity does not necessarily imply that mental health is not affected, as for certain worries, adverse consequences for mental health may take time to arise. For instance, there is a reported delayed response time in mental health responses to unemployment, with rejections during job searches or cuts in income starting to impact on living standards appearing to be bigger triggers than the loss of work itself. In line with this, it is notable that we found higher associations for the relationship between inability to pay bills and mental health than loss of income and mental health. Indeed, while loss of income could occur across the wealth spectrum, inability to pay bills is likely concentrated at those with lower levels of household income, so could be regarded as a more significant experience. Financial adversities may also have been anticipated, which may have decreased mental health in the lead up to the event, leading to a floor effect by the time the event occurred. But it is also possible that the fear of potential adversity, in particular given the low levels of control experienced in worrying, is psychologically more demanding than the adjustment after an adverse event has occurred. The exception to this theory on psychological demand is experiences of adversities relating to personal safety. These were much more strongly linked with mental health than worries about personal safety, and had the strongest link with mental health out of all adversities assessed, which echoes research on the strong negative mental health impact of domestic abuse and violence.

In relation to catching COVID-19, there was a relationship between worries about catching the virus and anxiety, but there was much greater variability in the relationship between actually catching the virus and mental health. It is possible that there was selection bias in the study, with only individuals who caught and recovered from COVID-19 continuing to take part. But it is also possible that in terms of anxiety, the experience of the virus was less bad than some people had been fearing, leading to relief that individuals had not experienced serious health consequences. Nevertheless, although the CIs were wide, there was still evidence to suggest that catching COVID-19 was associated with increases in depression. This is interesting given evidence suggesting that COVID-19 leads to the release of proinflammatory cytokines associated with depressive disorders, and remains to be explored further in future research.

There was some slight evidence of a stronger relationship between adverse experiences and both anxiety and depression among people of low SEP. This echoes previous research suggesting that higher SEP can be a buffer against the effects of adversity, with individuals of lower SEP more vulnerable especially to economic shocks. But it is also of note that there was some evidence of a reverse social gradient for adversity worries (especially for more significant worries), with individuals of higher SEP more affected. This could suggest that people who usually face fewer adversities in day to day life, the experience of new worries relating to adversity may have more profound effects. Or it could reflect the already higher levels of anxiety and depression found among individuals of lower SEP, suggesting a ceiling effect in reactivity to stressful situations.

This study had a number of strengths including its large, well-stratified sample, which was weighted to population proportions for core sociodemographic characteristics. Further, the study collected data covering the entire period from the start of lockdown in the UK on a weekly basis, providing an extremely rich dataset with longitudinal data. Our statistical approach (fixed effects regression) also allowed the comparison of individuals against themselves (within rather than between-subjects comparisons), so changes over time in the experience of worries and mental health were relative to each individual. As such, our measurement of worries was relative to each individual’s own perspectives, circumstances and coping threshold, allowing us to assess changes in an individual’s perception of their worries over time. Although, it should be noted that there were much wider confidence intervals measurements of association between experiences and mental health compared with worries and mental health, which may suggest that people’s responses to experiences are much more variable, presumably due to differences in coping styles and wider circumstances. However, the study had several limitations. Our sampling was not random, so although we deliberately sampled from groups such as individuals of low SEP and individuals with existing mental illness, it is possible that more extreme experiences were not adequately captured in the study. It is also possible that individuals experiencing particularly extreme situations during the lockdown withdrew from the study. While our statistical method means their survey data is still used, we would lack longitudinal follow-up on their changing experiences. Individuals with poorer mental health and those who experienced greater adversity experiences completed fewer waves of data collection, on average.

We also focused on just six types of adversities, including those relating to health, safety, finances and basic needs. However, many other types of adversity were not included in
the study, including those relating to interpersonal relationships, displacement and bereavement. Finally, our study only followed individuals up for a few weeks looking at the immediate associations with mental health. As such, it remains for future studies to assess how experience of adversities during the COVID-19 pandemic relates to long-term mental health consequences.

Overall, the finding that mental health was associated both with experiences and worries about adversities suggests that interventions are required that both seek to prevent adverse events (such as loss of jobs) but also that reassure individuals and support adaptive coping strategies. This appears to be particularly important for managing anxiety, where provision of online cognitive–behavioural training may help support individuals in the management of uncertainty. These results suggest that measures over the first few weeks of lockdown in the UK have been insufficient at reassuring people given we are still seeing clear associations with poor mental health both for cumulative worries and also for a range of specific worries relating to finance, access to essentials, personal safety and COVID-19. Given the challenges in providing mental health support to individuals during the lockdown, these findings highlight the importance of developing online and remote interventions that could provide such support, both as COVID-19 continues and in preparation for future pandemics.

**What is already known on this subject**

- The pandemic of COVID-19 has led to increased experiences of adversity across the population, and there is evidence that mental health and well-being has declined as a result of COVID-19. There is limited research on whether adversity experiences—and worries about future adversities—have contributed to this decline.

**What this study adds**

- We find evidence that both adversity experiences and adversity worries have contributed to worsened mental health. Our results suggest that policy measures to reassure citizens and to prevent adversities occurring may have protective effects for mental health.
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